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NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer is troubleshooting call quality issues between two
sites. On an active voice call, the call statistics on the IP
phone show that the max jitter is 100 ms.
Which option is the maximum amount of jitter that the engineer
can allow and still expect to maintain a high-quality audio
call?
A. 30 ms
B. 50 ms
C. 5 ms
D. 10 ms
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Two independent FortiGate HA clusters are connected to the same
broadcast domain. The administrator has reported that both
clusters are using the same HA virtual MAC address. This
creates a duplicated MAC address problem in the network. What
HA setting must be changed in one of the HA clusters to fix the
problem?
A. Session pickup.

B. Group name.
C. Group ID.
D. Gratuitous ARPs.
Answer: C
Explanation:
https://help.fortinet.com/fos50hlp/54/Content/FortiOS/fortigate
-high-availability-52/HA_failoverVMAC.htm
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D. Azure AD Identity Protection
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Scenario: Ensure Azure Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) for
the users in the finance department only.
The recommendation is to use conditional access policies that
can then be targeted to groups of users, specific applications,
or other conditions.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authent
ication/howto-mfa-userstates
Topic 3, Contoso Ltd
Overview
Contoso, Ltd. is a manufacturing company that has offices
worldwide. Contoso works with partner organizations to bring
products to market.
Contoso products are manufactured by using blueprint files that
the company authors and maintains.
Existing Environment
Currently, Contoso uses multiple types of servers for business
operations, including the following:
* File servers
* Domain controllers
* Microsoft SQL Server servers
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named
contoso.com. All servers and client computers are joined to
Active Directory.
You have a public-facing application named App1. App1 is
comprised of the following three tiers:
* A SQL database
* A web front end
* A processing middle tier

Each tier is comprised of five virtual machines. Users access
the web front end by using HTTPS only.
Requirements
Planned Changes
Contoso plans to implement the following changes to the
infrastructure:
Move all the tiers of App1 to Azure.
Move the existing product blueprint files to Azure Blob
storage.
Create a hybrid directory to support an upcoming Microsoft
Office 365 migration project.
Technical Requirements
Contoso must meet the following technical requirements:
* Move all the virtual machines for App1 to Azure.
* Minimize the number of open ports between the App1 tiers.
* Ensure that all the virtual machines for App1 are protected
by backups.
* Copy the blueprint files to Azure over the Internet.
* Ensure that the blueprint files are stored in the archive
storage tier.
* Ensure that partner access to the blueprint files is secured
and temporary.
* Prevent user passwords or hashes of passwords from being
stored in Azure.
* Use unmanaged standard storage for the hard disks of the
virtual machines.
* Ensure that when users join devices to Azure Active Directory
(Azure AD), the users use a mobile phone to verify their
identity.
Minimize administrative effort whenever possible.
User Requirements
Contoso identifies the following requirements for users:
Ensure that only users who are part of a group named Pilot can
join devices to Azure AD.
Designate a new user named Admin1 as the service administrator
of the Azure subscription.
Ensure that a new user named User3 can create network objects
for the Azure subscription.
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